Parts of speech (POS) tagging is the process of assigning the part of speech tag to each and every word in a sentence. In this paper, we have presented POS tagger for Kannada, a low resource south Asian language, using Condition Random Fields. POS tagger developed in the work uses novel features native to Kannada language. The novel features include Sandhi splitting, where a compound word is broken down into two or more meaningful constituent words. The proposed model is trained and tested on the tagged dataset which contains 21 thousand sentences and achieves a highest accuracy of 94.56%.
Introduction
Kannada, an Asian language spoken in southern part of India, is highly agglutinative and rich in derivational morphology. The language has about 2000 years of history and is one of the top 40 most spoken languages of the world. Kannada has clear standards characterized for each part of its structure. Even though Kannada is a Dravidian Language, with time Kannada has been influenced significantly by Sanskrit.
In Kannada, Sandhi is the process where two or more words join based on certain Sandhi rules to form a compound word. During the process of Sandhi, formation changes occur at the word boundaries. For example, The POS tagger tool using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for Telugu is developed and tested on Kannada Corpus by Siva Reddy et al. (2011) . The model gave the F-measure of 77.63 and 77.66 for cross-language and mono-lingual taggers respectively. worked on POS tagging for Kannada using Maximum Entropy approach. For training the POS tagger, 51267 words were tagged manually with the help of the tagset. The tagset consisted of 25 tags and the words were collected from EMILLE corpus. Also, reported 79.9% and 84.58% accuracy using second order HMM and CRF.A POS Tagger for Kannada Sentence Translation is done by Mallamma et al. (2012) . Decision trees are used to tag the words. 
Methodologies
This section gives a description of the dataset used, the features utilized to train the conditional random fields model.
Dataset
We use the Kannada Treebank project dataset to train our POS tagger. The Kannada Treebank contains three corpora divided based on topic as General, Conversational, and Tourism. The data set is available on the website 1 . 
Models
Two different CRF models were developed in this work. The features used in the first model [Model 1] are: 1. Context: The word to be tagged, its preceding three words and succeeding three words 2. Length: A binary feature with a value of 0 if the word is shorter than three characters, value of 1 otherwise 3. Ending characters (suffix): Last three characters of word. 4. Is Punctuation: A binary feature with value 1 if the token contains a non-alphanumeric character and zero otherwise 5. Is Digit: A binary feature with a value of 1 if the token contained a digit and 0 otherwise. 6. POS of first Sandi word: It is a novel feature where a compound (Sandhi) word is split into its component words, the parts of speech of the first component word is provided as feature value. In case the word is not a Sandhi word i.e. a non compound word the POS tag of word in the word unigram model is provided as feature, if the POS tag is unavailable a none identifier is provide as feature value. For example the compound word (navella meaning "all of us") is split into ("navu" meaning "us") and ("yella" meaning "all") the POS tag of "us" i.e. pronoun is the feature value.
A rule based Sandhi splitter described in AN Akshatha et al. (2017) was used to extract component words from a compound (Sandhi) word. The Sandhi word given as an input is scanned from the left to right to find the longest prefix. This longest prefix will be referred to as expected prefix. This expected prefix is removed from the Sandhi word leaving behind the Sandhi letters and expected suffix, referred to as remainder word. The last letter of the expected prefix is then removed from the expected prefix and added to the beginning of the remainder word. The first one or two letters of the remainder word is most likely to be containing the resultant Sandhi letters. These letters are looked up in the Sandhi rules to identify the Sandhi. Using the reverse Sandhi rule base, the Sandhi letters are replaced with the prefix's ending letter and suffix's beginning letter according to the Sandhi rules. The expected prefix is then added to the remainder word and the words are split. The prefix and suffix thus generated are looked up in the dictionary containing root Kannada words . If both prefix and suffix are found, the Sandhi rule which was applied to split the words is the required Sandhi and the process is terminated as the Sandhi, prefix and suffix words are identified successfully. If the Sandhi is not determined, the second longest prefix is assigned as the expected prefix and the process is continued until the Sandhi is determined or the expected prefix is null. 7. Last component word: The last component word of compound (Sandhi) word is used as feature, a none identifier is provided in case of a non-Sandhi word. For example, for the compound word ("hanadase" meaning "desire for money") is split into ("hana" meaning "money") and ("aase" meaning "desire") the component "aase" is the feature value. 
Results

